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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION (ISO)

In previous DYK distributions, it was highlighted that PRIMUS develops,
manufactures, markets, and sells steam sterilizers under the auspices of numerous
governmental, quasi-governmental, and non-governmental organizations.  For
descriptions of some of these agencies, you can refer to the following:

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) – DYK #6

Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL) – DYK #9

FDA Current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) – DYK #22

This DYK provides an overview of the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) and how this body affects how Primus conducts its business
on a day to day basis to make the highest quality steam sterilizers possible.

Primus is ISO registered under the standard ISO 9001 (Quality).

Background

ISO is the world’s largest developer and publisher of International Standards.

ISO is a network of the national standards institutes of 163 countries, one member
per country, with a Central Secretariat in Geneva, Switzerland.

ISO is a non-governmental organization that forms a bridge between the public
and private sectors. Many member institutes are part of the country’s governmental
structure and others are purely private entities set-up by national partnerships of
industry associations.

Why Have Standards?

Standards ensure desirable characteristics of products and services such as quality,
environmental friendliness, safety, reliability, efficiency and interchangeability at an
economical cost.

When products, systems, machinery and devices work well and safely, it is often
because they meet standards.
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ISO standards:

Make the development, manufacturing and supply of products and services
more efficient, safer, and cleaner

Facilitate trade between countries and make it fairer

Provide governments with a technical base for health, safety and
environmental legislation, and conformity assessments

Share technological advances and good management practices

Disseminate innovation around the world

Safeguard consumers and users in general, of products and services

Standards

ISO standards are voluntary. As a non-governmental organization, ISO has no legal
authority to enforce the implementation of its standards. ISO does not regulate or
legislate. However, countries may decide to adopt ISO standards - mainly those
concerned with health, safety or the environment - as regulations or refer to them in
legislation, for which they provide the technical basis. In addition, although ISO
standards are voluntary, they may often become a market requirement, as has
happened in the case of ISO 9001 quality management systems.

ISO 9001 (Quality)

The vast majority of ISO standards are highly specific to a particular product,
material, or process. However, ISO 9001 (Quality) is a “generic management
system standard”. “Generic” means that the same standard can be applied to any
organization, large or small, whatever its product or service, in any sector of activity,
and whether it is a business enterprise, a public administration, or a government
department. ISO 9001 contains a generic set of requirements for implementing a
quality management system.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION (ISO)
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Conformity Assessments

Periodically, PRIMUS must undergo an ISO 9001 Conformity Assessment.  This
means that an independent ISO registered auditor will inspect Primus facilities and
records to ensure that products, materials, services, systems, processes and people
measure up to the specifications of ISO 9001. ISO 9001 standards represent an
international consensus on best practices.

Who Develops ISO Standards

ISO standards are developed by technical committees comprising experts from the
industrial, technical and business sectors which have asked for the standards, and
which subsequently put them to use. These experts may be joined by representatives
of government agencies, testing laboratories, consumer associations, non-
governmental organizations and academic circles.
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